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How to Add a New Service to Your Practice without Major
Renovation
By Tim Griffin, AIA and Larry Brooks, AIA, Practice Flow Solutions www.PracticeFlowSolutions.com
You have a thriving clinical
dermatology practice but would
like to add a service that would allow the practice to earn
additional income without adding another doctor.
Your solution is to break into the cosmetic dermatology
realm by adding an Aesthetician.

This is also a time that you should take a look at your
overall practice needs. Do you have enough space for
your practice as it is now, before you add your new
service? Create a needs list for both your existing
practice and the new service before looking to reengineer the space.

How do you do this without adding space to the
practice? This can be a difficult task because your
office is similar to a gallon jug of milk in that no
matter how much you want to add to that jug of milk
it will only hold a gallon. The first step is to identify
how much space (milk) you need for your new
service. Once you have a full understanding of your
needs then you can see if there are any creative ways
to expand the milk jug.

How to expand without adding space
Now that you fully understand your need, how do you
make it a reality? The best scenario would be if you
have a space that can be transformed to the new function
like a storage room, doctor office or staff lounge.
“Renovation” cont’d on page 4

Red Flag Rule implementation date
postponed until August 1, 2009!

Identify Needs
Having a full understanding of what you need to add
to make the cosmetic addition a reality is going to be
the most important step. What the service will need
will be more than just a space to house it. Below is a
list of issues you should understand.

Details on page 10
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How much space will the new service require?
What kind of access to the waiting room is
required?
Do you want a retail component to the new
aesthetic service?
Will the patients be able to understand the
path out of the new service to check-out?
How will payment and on site appointment
scheduling be handled, in public at the check
out counter or in private?
What are the equipment needs for the new
service?
Is there any special lighting or heating and
cooling needs for the space?
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“Renovation” continued from page 1

Maybe the new function can share space with an
existing function. Often this is a procedure room that
can be used for the new aesthetician space and at
times still be a procedure room. The following are
the typical ways to accommodate the new function
without adding space.
y Take over a non-patient space for the new

service.
y Combine spaces to act as dual functions at
different times.
y Extend the office hours to late afternoon and
weekends so that the new service can be
offered at different times from the existing
functions.
y Take over business office space by combining
work areas and going to shift work for those
who have been moved.
y Free up business office space by allowing staff
to work remotely. This must be staff that do
not have daily contact with patients in the
office.

“Renovation” continued on page 5

Non-Contiguous Expansion
Another consideration, involving expansion, would be
to rent more space in the building that you are in for
non-patient contact space.

In conclusion, it cannot be stressed enough that you
must know fully what your needs are before you
make any changes to your practice environment.
The changes you make should fulfill the needs of
your practice for the next five years. Remember; do
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